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List
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� The display of elements in a lists is a very common pattern in 
mobile applications. 

� The user sees a list of items and can scroll through them.

� Typically the user interacts with the list via the action bar. 

� Individual list item can be selected, this selection can update the 
action bar or can trigger a detailed screen for the selection. 
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Using Lists in Android 
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� Android provides the ListView or ExpandableListView classes for 
displaying a scrollable list of items. 

� ListView – used everywhere from short lists of menu options to long 
lists of contacts or internet favorites. 

� ExpandableListView – supports also a grouping of items. The 
items in the list can be of any type. 

� An adapter is used for managing the items in the list (the data 
model or data source). 
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ListView
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� ListView provides a simple way to present a scrolling list of rows 
with a built-in style or customized format extensively. 

� It requires an adapter to feed it with data contained in row views. 
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Adapters 
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� An adapters manages the data model and adapts it to the individual 
rows in the list view. 

� The adapter would inflate the layout for each row in its getView() 
method and assign the data to the individual views in the row. 

� The adapter is assigned to the ListView via the setAdapter method 
on the ListView object. 
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Adapter are not only used by ListView
but also by other views which extends 
AdapterView, as for example Spinner, 
GridView, Gallery and StackView. 

ArrayAdapter
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� ArrayAdapter is a concrete BaseAdapter that is backed by an array 
of arbitrary objects. 

� By default this class expects that the provided resource id 
references a single TextView. 

� An ArrayAdapter can be used to wrap the contents of a Java array 
or java.util.List and supply data rows to the UI.
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List Classes Overview

� ListView – User interface element that 
displays a scrollable collection of rows. 
It usually uses up the entire screen on 
mobile, or being part of a larger layout 
on tablet devices.

� View – ListView requires a View to be 
supplied for each row.

� BaseAdapter – Base class for Adapter 
implementations to bind a ListView to a 
data source.

� ArrayAdapter – Built-in Adapter class 
that binds an array of strings to a 
ListView for display. 

� CursorAdapter – Use CursorAdapteror
SimpleCursorAdapter to display data 
based on an SQLite query.
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Common List Layout
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� android.R.layout.simple_list_item_1

� android.R.layout.simple_list_item_2

� android.R.layout.simple_list_item_single_choice

� android.R.layout.simple_list_item_multiple_choice

� android.R.layout.simple_list_item_checked
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simple_list_item_1 simple_list_item_single_choice simple_list_item_multiple_choice simple_list_item_checkedsimple_list_item_2



Create a Simple ListView
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� The list items are automatically inserted to the list using an Adapter
that pulls content from a source such as an array or database query 
and converts each item result into a view that's placed into the list.
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Get ListView object from XML layout. Defined Array values 
to show in ListView

Define a new Adapter
• context - The current context. 
• resource -The resource ID for a layout file (e.g. 

simple_list_item_1, simple_list_item_checked, etc) 
• objects - The objects to represent in the ListView. 

Assign adapter to ListView

Handling Click Events for ListView
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� Callback method to be invoked when an item in this AdapterView
has been clicked. 

� Implementers can call getItemAtPosition( position ) if they need 
to access the data associated with the selected item.
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Obtain the clicked item value

Register a 
callback to be 
invoked when 
an item in the 
list view 
clicked Response to user selection
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Create List using ListActivity
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� ListActivity makes it simple to create an activity whose main 
purpose is to show a list of elements. You can extend Activity and 
achieve the same thing but ListActivity makes it easier to achieve.

Defined Array values

Assign adapter to ListView

Define a new Adapter

Response to 
user selection

Extends ListActivity rather than Activity

Create a Simple List (Two Lines)
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� simple_list_item_2 includes two TextView objects which 
can show two lines in the list.
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Define the 
array for title 
and subtitle

Create the array for title and subtitle

Append the array 
item to the list

Define a simple Adapter

Assign adapter to ListView



Spinner 
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� Spinners provide a quick way to select one value from a 
set. In the default state, a spinner shows its currently 
selected value. 

� Touching the spinner displays a dropdown menu with all 
other available values, from which the user can select a 
new one.
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Create a Spinner

The createFromResource() method create an ArrayAdapter from the string array. 
• context - The application's environment. 
• textArrayResId – The array of the data source (e.g. MenuItemList.xml) 
• textViewResId – The resource ID for a layout file (e.g. simple_spinner_item) 

Call setAdapter() to apply the adapter to your Spinner.

Call setDropDownViewResource() to 
specify the layout the adapter for 
displaying the list of spinner choices
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Define the selection event handler for a spinner, implement the 
AdapterView.OnItemSelectedListener interface and the corresponding 
onItemSelected() callback method. AdapterView.OnItemSelectedListener requires 
the onItemSelected() and onNothingSelected() callback methods.

AutoCompleteTextView
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� An editable text view that shows completion suggestions 
automatically while the user is typing. 

� The list of suggestions is displayed in a drop down menu from 
which the user can choose an item to replace the content of the edit 
box with.

� The drop down can be dismissed at any time by pressing the back 
key or, if no item is selected in the drop down.

� The list of suggestions is obtained from a data adapter and appears 
only after a given number of characters defined by the threshold.
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Create an AutoCompleteTextView
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� The following code snippet shows how to create a text view which 
suggests various countries names while the user is typing:
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Define the string array

Get a reference to the 
AutoCompleteTextView
in the layout

Apply the adapter to the textview

Create the adapter and 
set it to the 
AutoCompleteTextView



Publishing Overview
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� Publishing is the general process that makes your Android 
applications available to users. When you publish an Android 
application you perform two main tasks:
� You prepare the application for release. 

� During the preparation step you build a release version of your 
application, which users can download and install on their Android-
powered devices.

� You release the application to users. 

� During the release step you publicize, sell, and distribute the release 
version of your application to users.
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Publishing Checklist
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� Understand the publishing process

� Understand Google Play policies and agreements

� Test for Core App Quality

� Determine your app's content rating

� Determine country distribution

� Confirm the app's overall size

� Confirm the app's platform and screen compatibility ranges

� Decide whether your app will be free or priced

� Consider using In-app Billing

� Set prices for your products

� Start localization

� Prepare promotional graphics, screenshots, and videos

� Build and upload the release-ready APK

� Plan a beta release

� Complete the app's product details

� Use Google Play badges and links in your promotional campaigns

� Final checks and publishing

� Support users after launch
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Open Distribution
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� Distributing through an App Marketplace
� To reach the broadest possible audience, usually distribute the 

apps through a marketplace (Google Play).

� Distributing your application through email
� Prepare the app for release and then attach it to an email and 

send it to a user. When users open the email message on their 
Android-powered device, the Android system will recognize the 
APK and display an “Install Now” button in the email message

� Distributing through a web site
� When users browse to the download link from their Android-

powered devices, the file is downloaded and Android system 
automatically starts installing it on the device
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